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adding mobile to the grocery List
Nielsen’s new research taps into the potential of personalized coupons delivered on mobile devices. P333

the Secret Sauce: the proper mix of television advertising and price 
promotion
throw out everything you thought about the conflict of broadcast advertising and product discounts. Ad tech 
company trA and data analyst dunnhumbyUsA demonstrate that the two work together. P339

respect the Shopper: Why kiosk retailers must reshape messages to 
reflect gender Focus
Women want verbal and emotional descriptions in magazines; men react better to more animated advertising in 
a variety of contexts. my bui (Loyola marymount University), Anjala s. Krishen (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) 
and michael s. Latour (Cornell University) take us to the mall. P346

the power of a package
In a study of packaging and profitability of 18,000 new products, Nora Lado Cousté and ester martínez-ros 
(University Carlos III madrid) and mercedes martos-partal (Universidad de salamanca) reveal trends and best 
practices for packaging claims. P364

emotion & aDVertiSing
l emotional Branding pays off: 

how Brands meet Share of 
requirements through 
Bonding, Companionship,  
and Love
John rossiter, University of 
Wollongong, steve bellman, 
Interactive television research 
Institute/murdoch University P291

SoCiaL meDia
l Social-media early adopters 

Don’t Count: how to Seed 
participation in interactive 
Campaigns by psychological 
profiling of Digital Consumers
t. e. Dominic Yeo, Hong Kong 
baptist University P297

gen y
l Stop the music! how 

advertising Can help Stop 
College Students from 
Downloading music illegally
brian sheehan, James tsao, 
syracuse University, James 
pokrywczynski, marquette 
University P309

reaChing hiSpaniCS
l Digging for “Spanish gold”: 

how to Connect with hispanic 
Consumers
Cynthia rodriguez Cano, Georgia 
College and state University, 
David J. Ortinau, University Of 
south Florida P322

Smarter aDVertiSing
l Where marketing art meets 

marketing Science:  
the Best-in-Show Winners  
of the 2012 arF’s David  
ogilvy awards P376
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Marketing Matters
Five Steps to Smarter Targeting  
p288
Jenni Romaniuk, Ehrenberg-Bass 
Institute

Mind Over Metrics
Measuring Facebook’s Impact
on Marketing p286
Pat LaPointe, MarketingNPV

Editorial
Shopper Marketing and the Digital 
Last Mile p279
Geoffrey PrecourtTechnology has moved on.

It’s time our research methods did too.

Leading Insights into the Future:
Tools for Transformation

Tuesday, October 30, 2012
8:30am–6:00pm

Time-Life Building
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York City 

At this one-day workshop, learn about new 
tools that will help marketers extract the 
deep insights needed to achieve competitive 
advantage. Be ready to exchange ideas about 
what needs to change so that we can help 
marketers grow their businesses. Expect to 
walk away excited about the future of 
insights generation and to meet new 
partners who can help you on this journey. 
Come arm yourself with the tools to drive 
change in your organization.

WWW.THEARF.ORG/ILF-2012


